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President’s Message
Life is good!
As you read this, the Arrowhead area is in transition from summer to the winter seasons. If you cannot be here to
appreciate the turning of the aspen leaves, you miss the beauty of the hills carpeted in the awe-inspiring golden
hues of fall. I love the calming transition from the summer din of busyness and the baking heat, to the cooling calm
and serene quiet as winter shut-down evolves. Oh yes, the winter parking lot opens October 15; and the closing of
camping season and horse corrals happens with heavy snow or November 21, whichever arrives first (watch your
email or the website for weather closure) . The November AIA Board meeting is earlier (Nov 12), with the thought
of possibly improving the odds of vehicle access to that meeting.
Once again, this summer season we all have been affected by the impaired access to the Alpine Plateau Road caused
by the Little Blue Construction project. Soon, the second year of this project will enter into winter dormancy. I think
everyone has to admit that the access has improved as the project moves forward. Sure, night closures remain an
inconvenience, if not at time an annoyance, but at least 6:30AM to 7:30PM Monday through Friday access has
improved. I would like to commend the construction people for their continual awareness of and responsiveness to
our needs. I understand that construction affected access is never exactly what each individual may want. I do not
understand the need to frustrate the flag people with your frustrations (they are low on the totem pole, after all!).
The plus side is that we are two years closer to project conclusion.
I want to also commend all of you who have been so patient and cooperative through this process. I know, “What
else could you do?” True! But you still deserve at least a word of thanks. And, while I am passing out kudos, your
patience and cooperation through an entire year of a somewhat difficult transition to a new management company
is commendable as well. Both of these changes were foisted upon us as your board, and upon you as well.
Hopefully, these changes are becoming ‘a new way of life,’ rather than ‘a transition we have to live through.’ In the
meantime, continue to be what you are being now. It is working!
The passing of the seasons reminds us that time is relentless. Arrowhead is bigger and busier every year. Some
changes are being worked on. Others, that have been talked about for some time, need to be worked on. What
other kinds of changes will ‘spring’ upon us next year? Only the passing of time will introduce us to those things. And
so, we keep on keeping on — mountain style!:
All the leaves are gold (all the leaves are gold) , and the sky is
blue (gray in the afternoon) .
I’ve been on my deck (I’ve been on my deck) , feeling autumn cool
(feeling autumn cool) .
I am safe, and warm (I am safe, and warm) front of my crackling
stove (front of my crackling stove).
This is not a dream. This is my Arrowhead home!
Arrowhead living on an autumn day.

Are you new to Arrowhead?
Everyone is encouraged to read our updated 2021
Living in Arrowhead Booklet to learn more about our
beautiful community!! www.arrowhead1.org

Lowell Kindschy
AIA Board President
lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
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Design Review Message
The days are getting shorter, nights are getting cooler, and the leaves are turning their beautiful
gold color. Our last official meeting for the year is October 10th at 9am. Applications must be
turned in the Friday before the meeting, in order for the committee to have enough time to prepare
the documents for the meeting. It has been a very busy summer, despite all the obstacles in the
way of property improvements. Thank you to so many owners that educated themselves on and
followed the Covenants and Regulations before starting an improvement. Please click on the link
that takes you to the Design Review Webpage to help you with your planning. If you plan to start a
project next spring/summer, you can email me in the off season and I can have your application
ready for the first meeting of the 2023 season which takes place on March 13th. Click here to help
you plan your projects.

Last Design Review
meeting of 2022:
➢ October 10th
We meet at the
Firehouse at 9:00am

With that being said, a couple of reminders:
● When you are planning a property improvement, you need to have the Construction Agreement and Plot Plan sent to me
(jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com) and the $100 permit fee needs to be mailed to: DO NOT SEND IT TO JOANIE THOMPSON
Address & Mail your check to:
Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc.
c/o Assurance HOA Management
2121 Market Street, Montrose CO 81401

Please make sure to include (memo section) the: DRC
Permit: Arrowhead Street Address: Lot#- Blk#- Filing#
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

You need to locate your center pin and flag several points on the property boundary.
Flag several points of the adjacent properties as well, as needed.
Flag any site of improvements -- driveway, shed perimeter, trees you think need removed, etc.
Once this is done contact a Joanie Thompson(jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com) and I or a committee member will schedule a time for
a site visit.
Please refer to this document for many of the different project types done in Arrowhead.
Here is the link to the Design Review Committee website where you can find the regulations and more information.
DRC members are happy to assist you in this process but as the property owner you are responsible for the accuracy of the
center pin. This cannot be verified by a DRC member. A professional site survey is the best way to be positive of an
accurate center pin, if it is in question.

Please know that All PROPERTY IMPROVEMENTS need to go through the DRC. Most require a permit. Some just get the go ahead “OK”
because they are considered maintenance. It is better to ask than be in violation of the Arrowhead Regulations. We have a lot of new
contractors up here and they do not always know our Regulations. It is the homeowner who is responsible for educating themselves
and their contractors about the regulations.
** Utilities** - Many owners have been asking about putting in utilities. Please note that this MUST be approved by the Design Review
Committee. You are not required to pay for a permit, but we must approve the location of your plans. Failure to notify the Design Review
Committee could result in up to $500 in fines.
**Shed Regulations** ● All Sheds MUST be approved by the Arrowhead Design Review Committee. Click here for the process.
● If you have an approved Gunnison Co septic system, you do not need a Gunnison Co building permit as long as your shed is no
larger than 200sf. If the shed is larger than 200sf you are required to apply for a building permit through Gunnison Co.
● If you do not have an approved Gunnison Co septic system, you are required to get a building permit from Gunnison Co
no matter what the size.
Please continue to be good stewards to our wonderful community and follow the requirements set forth for improvements in the 2020 AIA
Regulations. This helps the committee move forward for you more quickly and it keeps our community being the community we all love. If
your project requires a Gunnison County Permit, please click here to access their website.
We look forward to continuing serving the owners’ of this great community.
Joanie Thompson
AIA Design Review Mgr.
jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com
All meetings are held at the firehouse unless the filing roads are closed. If roads
are closed, the meeting will be held at the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge lobby.
DRC Meetings are usually held on the second Monday of a given month as scheduled above and
start at 9:00am to approximately Noon.
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Forestry Message
By the time that you read this Bonnie and I will be in Arizona. We have had a great experience the last 17
years at Arrowhead but it is time to move on to the next chapter in our lives. Will we miss Arrowhead?
Absolutely; especially the people. I leave the Arrowhead Forest in good condition and in the very capable
hands of Cory Huggard. Thank you for the opportunity to manage my “hobby forest.”
Bill Conway
The Blowdown is cleaned up! I want to thank everyone this year for all the volunteer help. With the help of the
community, we were able to move almost two hundred thousand pounds of trees on 3 logging trucks to the
lumber mill. This was a great opportunity to make use of the blowdown around the community instead of letting
it go to waste in the Forest Refuse Site. The $4500 received for the logs offset a large part of the cost of removal.
With this last load of logs, we were also able to take down some of the various Balsam Beetle patches in common
areas. This will help out with some of the Balsam Beetle kill problem we have been having.
On that note we have been getting many questions on what Balsam Beetle kill looks like and what else is going on
during this time of year with the evergreen trees.
➢ Balsam Beetle kill is very noticeable in the early summer months. This is where the needles of the tree
turn completely red/orange within a couple days. There is no treatment that can be done for this beetle
unlike the Spruce and Douglas Fir beetle where we put up MCH packs. The best way of dealing with
Balsam Beetle kill is by removing the trees as soon as you notice they turn completely red/orange.
➢ Seeing individual branches turn red is a sign of an insect that kills individual branches, this does not hurt
the tree but is unsightly. You can trim effected branches if wanted but it is not necessary.
➢ After a good wet season some of the evergreens will get yellowing of needles on the inside branches of
the tree. This is a fungus blight caused by the wet season. In Arrowhead this happens right before cold
season starts so the fungus will die before it can cause much damage. Management is not needed.
We have been cleaning up the filing roads and getting them ready for winter after this busy year. Some of the
roads have aspen logs laying on the side of the road from hazard trees. These are all good wood for anyone
needing firewood before winter.
The logging up country will be starting in October so we all need to
watch out for logging trucks on the Alpine Plateau. The YIELD TO
UPHILL TRAFFIC applies all year round but this is especially important in
the winter. Logging trucks have a hard time starting on hills when not
chained up. Respect the logging trucks as we all respect each other on
the Alpine Plateau.
The Forest Refuse site is CLOSED for the season. We filled up early this year because of the impact of the
blowdown. I want to thank everyone for all the cleanup that happened this year. Arrowhead is looking great and
healthy with the community effort.

Cory Huggard
Arrowhead Forest Managers
arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
For more information, visit the Forest Management webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/forest-management
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https://www.us50info.com/

Closures between MP 123 and MP 127: BEGINNING 7/5 (for the remainder of 2022):
➢ SINGLE LANE ALTERNATING TRAFFIC from 6:30 AM - 7:30 PM, Monday-Friday
➢ FULL NIGHTTIME CLOSURES Monday - Thursday from 7:30 PM - 6:30 AM.
➢ OPEN to two-way traffic with no delays from Friday at 7:30 PM – to Monday at 6:30 AM.
See the Traffic Impacts tab for future planning - night closures, reduced speed limits, and narrow roads.
Delays are anticipated.
Pg. 9

Looking to sell or buy personal items?
Click Here to check out
our community’s….

2022 Reading List
Date
June 4
*July 9
Aug. 6
Sept. 3
Oct. 1
Nov. 6

Title
True Colors
Evvie Drake
Starts Over
Tokyo Ever After
The Last Thing
He Told Me
Origins
Bluff

Author
Kristin Hannah
Linda Holmes
Emiko Jean
Laura Dave
Dan Brown
Michael Kardos

January through May read, read, read and share
what you would like us to read next year!!
Questions: Contact Sue Kindschy at smkindschy@gmail.com
We meet the first Saturday of the month unless noted. Join us at
the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge at 11:30 a.m. All are welcome!!
*July postponed a week due to the 4th of July holiday
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Arrowhead Snowmobile Club (ASC)
We are sad to see the beautiful colors of Fall come to an end, but that means the
snow will be falling soon, and the Arrowhead Snowmobile Club is gearing up for an
EXCITING snowmobile season.
The only way we can keep our groomed trails up-country, is to have a snowmobile
club. So, it is important that we have lots of members (in 2021/2022 we had over
40 members!!!) and lots of volunteers.
Last year we had several fun events(pancake breakfast, cookout at Willow Park, burger and fajita dinners, and
night-rides with bonfires). This year we are planning even more!
Our major fundraiser, the POKER RUN is scheduled for the last Saturday in February, February 25th.
We are looking for volunteers to help make this a great success. Please contact Joanie Thompson at,
arrowheadsctreasurer@gmail.com to volunteer, donate, or for more information. Click and save this link as it
will take you to the Arrowhead Snowmobile Website. Updates coming as we get closer to the snow flying.
The more members we have, the more fun it is!! Even if you are not an avid snowmobiler, your support is critical
to our club and everyone can enjoy a nice easy ride up the Alpine on the groomed trails. Please click here to join
the Colorado Snowmobile Association. You have to join the Colorado Snowmobile Association first. From there,
you can join the Arrowhead Club. We are district 7.
We hope to meet new members and see our snowmobile friends and family on the trails soon.
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Maintenance & Improvements
Your Maintenance crew is starting to put summer behind them and started
thinking about winter. The grader and the loader are old, like some of the
rest of us, but they are ready to go when the snow starts flying. We are
doing a little work on the groomer, but it should be ready when we need it.
We had to CLOSE the Forest Refuge Site early this year, due to all the trees
that went down in the winter from spring wind storms. Please save all your
limbs for next year when the refuge area opens again.
Some people are still abusing our trash compactor
rules, please only put normal household trash and
rubbish in the compactor. More and more people are
using the compactor and that’s what it is there for,
but there is a $10.00 fee each month. Please make
sure you pay for the use!! You can send it in to our
management company or give it to patrol. Either
way, if you write a check, please note what the
money is for.
Our winter parking lot will open October 15, 2022. Our use permit will not allow us
to park any sooner. Please don’t take your vehicle, UTV, snowmobile, or trailer
before that date. Fees are the same this year, $265.00 for diesel plug ins, $ 50.00
for trailers. Contact patrol before parking trailers. Box trailers, UTV’s, and
snowmobiles up on the hill. Cars and trucks in the parking lot. See page-4 for more
Winter Parking Lot information.
FYI...There is still a little firewood available at
the parking lot, it is free for the taking, but be
careful when cutting.
Brad Fowler
BOD, VP & Maintenance Liaison
bfowler.aia@gmail.com
For more information, visit the
Maintenance & Improvements webpage at:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/maintenance-improvements

Debra Roberts, Sept. 2020
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Do you have a photo you’d like to
share? Just email it to:
aiasmokesignals@gmail.com
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Message from Patrol
Fall and early winter is knocking on our door steps!! The
colors are already showing and before we know it the snow
will be flying.
As a friendly reminder, if you wish to have a Diesel parking
spot, or plan on parking a trailer in the Winter Parking Lot,
please contact Patrol at 970-209-6335. The Diesel Parking for
the season is $265 and trailer parking is $50. The Winter
Parking Lot does not open until October 15th (please contact
Patrol before parking trailers).
Also, please park your UTV’s and/or snow mobiles on the
west hill of lot (refer to the parking lot map). The only time
you can park your UTV or snowmobile in your vehicle parking
space is when you are returning within 48 hours. Otherwise,
it makes it very difficult for Will to plow the lot when we need
it cleared. (Patrol may begin to $fine$ the owners if it
continues to become an issue like last year.)
When the parking lot needs to be plowed, owners will be notified in advance via our
website, Facebook and Blast email when to move their vehicles. There will be overflow
parking in the very far NE corner, just pass the Diesel parking section. Once the main
parking lot is plowed, we ask that you park your vehicles back in the regular parking
section. Again, this allows our maintenance crew to keep the overflow cleared of snow
at all times. Especially during the holiday season, when parking spaces are at a premium
and the overflow will be needed more than ever. See page-4 for more Winter Parking
Lot information.
Regarding owners’ driveways, for safety and liability reasons, the Association (Patrol) will no longer be running/clearing
driveways. This will require owners to take on the responsibility themselves; including, the staking/marking of one’s own
driveway for emergency & fire department personal to reach you in case of crisis or urgent situation. Please see Page 16
for additional information.
As a reminder, the speed limit on our groomed filing roads is still 20 mph!! Please adhere to the road closed signs and do
not try driving your vehicles into private properties. The Association requests that owners and their guest ride on filing roads
ONLY and not cut corners, short cuts or ghost trails. We realize it’s tempting, but if you must, please go uphill past the cattle
guards and play to your hearts content on the public lands. Just play safe.
If you have any questions or doubts, just call Patrol at 970-2096335 and we will be glad to help you. If you’re a new owner and
would like an orientation about Arrowhead, please call us and set a
time to get together.
Lastly, Patrol is still looking for qualified candidates to join our
team. An application can be found on the Arrowhead website or
contact Patrol or Brad Fowler for more details.
Hope you had a great summer and are looking forward to winter.

Leonard Wasilewski, Interim Lead Patrol
Phone or Text: (970) 209-6335
Email: arrowheadpatrol@gmail.com
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September 30, 2022

Important Winter 2022 Information
Arrowhead Patrol will NOT “run” driveways (breaking trail) upon request this coming winter, as it has
done in the past. The practice of “running driveways” began over 15 years ago as a “service” to the Arrowhead
Volunteer Fire Department (AVFD), at a time when the AVFD did not possess tracked vehicles for emergency
use during the winter season. The AVFD now operates their own appropriate winter equipment.
Over the years, this non-mandated and unbudgeted service has resulted in injuries to our Patrol staff, Workers
Compensation Insurance liability and additional wear and tear to AIA Equipment. The AIA Board of Directors
decision to immediately cease this service is made with the safety of AIA employees and a reduction of liability
in mind.
Marking your driveway and filing a Waiver of Liability form will still be of value to emergency responders and
Patrol. Continue to contact Patrol to inspect and tag your driveway. The form may be found here:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/_files/ugd/673d36_ea36cc1b9fb14c908b1682fb5c108e56.pdf
Owners are directed to the AIA Website main page to check for advertisements in both the Business Directory &
Marketplace for persons offering to run driveways on a fee basis:
Business Directory: https://sites.google.com/site/aiabusinesscontacts/
Marketplace: https://aiamarketplace.createaforum.com/general-discussion/links
Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc.
2121 Market St, Montrose, CO 91401
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Always Visit our Website for More Information:
www.arrowhead1.org
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Arrowhead Fire Protection District

The information posted in this AIA Smoke Signal publication and the AIA website (arrowhead1.org), is intended to provide general knowledge that may be of interest to Arrowhead Homeowners and its members to the community. The Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc.
17
(the AIA HOA), does not warrant the accuracy to this particular page(s) and webpage(s) that is provided by the Arrowhead Fire Protection District (the AFPD); and the AIA is not responsible for the reliability, correctness or any other aspect of the content provided. The Pg.
AIA HOA
disclaims any liability whatsoever in connection with the information that appears on this page(s) or webpage(s) and is not its author. AIA HOA is not responsible for, and does not undertake any duty to provide owners with, up to date fire restriction information. Please contact
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To get the latest information
and updates from the
Arrowhead Fire Protection
District, click on the AFPD
website and/or their
Facebook page
The information posted in this AIA Smoke Signal publication and the AIA website (arrowhead1.org), is intended to provide general knowledge that may be of interest to Arrowhead Homeowners and its members to the community. The Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc.
(the AIA HOA), does not warrant the accuracy to this particular page(s) and webpage(s) that is provided by the Arrowhead Fire Protection District (the AFPD); and the AIA is not responsible for the reliability, correctness or any other aspect of the content provided. The AIA HOA
disclaims any liability whatsoever in connection with the information that appears on this page(s) or webpage(s) and is not its author. AIA HOA is not responsible for, and does not undertake any duty to provide owners with, up to date fire restriction information. Please contact
AFPD for the most current information.
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AIA Board Information
2022 Board of Directors Election Update
Vote to affirm candidates to succeed.
The Arrowhead Improvements Association will not be holding an
election to fill the Board of Director seats this Fall. We had three
candidates apply to run for three Board seats.
AIA Bylaws Article 2, 2.5 - Voting Procedures for Site Owners:
D. Regarding uncontested elections for the Board, the candidates
may be affirmed to succeed by a majority vote of the Board.
At the Regular Board Meeting on Saturday, November 12th,
incumbents Rosanna Harris, Rachel Grasmick and Dennis Roberts
will be submitted as 2022 uncontested candidates to the balance
of the Board of Directors for a vote of affirmation. If affirmed by
majority vote, their will retain their Board of Director seats for 3year terms beginning in January 2023. Congratulations to Lowell
and Keith!
The Election Committee: Millie Fowler, Dianna Soong and
Bridget Isle
Rosanna Harris

Rachel Grasmick

Dennis Roberts

Grasmick

Board of Directors 2023
Schedule of Meetings
All Regular Board Meetings are scheduled for the third
Saturday of the month and will begin at 1:00pm. If an
Executive Session is required, it will be held at 9:00AM on the
same dates with a break for lunch between the morning
Executive Session and afternoon Open Session.
Due to winter snow, the January 2023 meeting (and possibly the
May meeting), will be held at the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge.
The other meetings listed will be at the Arrowhead Firehouse.
Dates:
January 21st
March 18th
May 20th
July 15th
*August 19th
September 16th
November 11th

Location:
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House

*2023 Annual Owners Meeting will follow
the Saturday, August 19th Board Meeting
Please watch for posted agendas to confirm dates, times and locations:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/agendas-minutes-meeting-info
All meeting dates, times and locations may be subject to change.

DETERMINATION & APPOINTMENT OF 2022
BOARD LIAISONS & RESPONSIBILITIES:
Board members were assigned as liaisons for the
listed programs, committees and responsibilities:
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November 11th, 2022

a. Communications – Keith Dalton
b. Design Review Committee – Rachel
Grasmick
c. Election Committee – Keith Dalton
d. Fish & Lakes – Dennis Roberts
e. Forest Management – Rosanna Harris
f. Governance – Keith Dalton
g. Horse Corrals – Dennis Roberts
h. Insurance – Rosanna Harris
i. Maintenance/Improvements – Brad Fowler
j. Patrol – Brad Fowler
k. Real Estate – Rosanna Harris
l. Weed Control – Dennis Roberts
Smoke Signals October/November 2022

Who to contact with a question:
Fire & Medical Emergency: Call 911 (Gunnison)
Arrowhead Firehouse: phone: 970-862-8330
AVFD Fire Chief: Jim Gelsomini, Phone: 970- 862-8456
Email: avfdchief2014@gmail.com
Communications: Lisa Ditmore
Email: communications.aia@gmail.com
Design Review: Joanie Thompson
Email address: jthompsonaia.drc@gmail.com
Fishing: Dennis Roberts
Email: droberts.aia@gmail.com
Forestry Management: Cory Huggard
Phone: 385-233-1181 or email: Arrowheadforestmanager@gmail.com
Heavy Equipment/Maintenance: Brad Fowler
Email: bfowler.aia@gmail.com

Horse Corrals: Dennis Roberts
Email: droberts.aia@gmail.com
Noxious Weed Control: Dennis Roberts
Email: droberts.aia@gmail.com
Patrol: Phone or Text: 970-209-6335
Trash Service: Email: arrowheadofficemgr@gmail.com
Phone: (970) 787-6060
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Official Website
& Smoke Signals Newsletter Disclaimers:
www.arrowhead1.org
The Arrowhead Improvements Association Inc. is a state non-profit organization. The purpose of the Arrowhead HOA is to unite the property owners
of the Arrowhead subdivisions in Cimarron, Colorado; to encourage civic
improvements within said area, to encourage community activities
including, but not by way of limitation, the beautification, maintenance and
general appearance of vacant and improved lots, filing roads, winter parking
lot, entrances, open and recreational areas situated within the area and
used in common by its residents; enhance the safety of Arrowhead; facilitate
enforcement of any and all building restrictions, protective covenants, and
to otherwise act in the interests of the members of the Association.
Appearance of an advertisement in this publication does not constitute a
recommendation or endorsement by the Association of the goods or
services offered. The opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the
individual authors and not the Board of your Association. Neither the Board,
the publisher or the authors intend to provide any professional service or
opinion through this publication.

News Articles
The deadline for news articles is the 20th of the month before the next bimonthly issue. Please email news articles to Lisa Ditmore at
aiasmokesignals@gmail.com. All letters or articles need to include your
name and a daytime phone number. All articles must be approved by the
editors for publication or as space permits.

Want to Advertise in the Smoke Signals?
The deadline for advertisements is the 20th of the month
before the next bi-monthly issue. To place an ad, please
CLICK HERE to complete our Online Advertising Form.

Arrowhead Improvements Association
Board of Directors
Lowell Kindschy, President................... lowellkindschy.aia@gmail.com
Brad Fowler, Vice President……………............... bfowler.aia@gmail.com
Rosanna Harris, Treasurer.......................rosannaharris.aia@gmail.com
Keith Dalton, Secretary…………………................. kdalton.aia@gmail.com
Bill Brassfield, Director…………………………...billbrassfield.aia@gmail.com
Dennis Roberts, Director................................ droberts.aia@gmail.com
Rachel Grasmick, Director………………………….. rgrasmick.aia@gmail.com

ARROWHEAD IMPROVEMENTS ASSOCIATION, INC.
c/o Assurance HOA Management, L.L.C.

2121 Market Street, Montrose, CO 81401
Phone: (970) 787-6060
Email: arrowheadofficemgr@gmail.com

Board of Directors 2022
Schedule of Meetings
All Regular Board Meetings are scheduled for the third Saturday
of the month and will begin at 1:00pm. If an Executive Session is
required, it will be held at 9:00AM on the same dates with a
break for lunch between the morning Executive Session and
afternoon Open Session.
Due to winter snow, the January 2022 meeting (and possibly the
May meeting), will be held at the Arrowhead Mountain Lodge.
The other meetings listed will be at the Arrowhead Firehouse.

Dates:
January 15, 2022
March 19
May 21
July 16
*August 20
September 17
November 12

Location:
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Mountain Lodge
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House
Arrowhead Fire House or TBA

*2022 Annual Owners Meeting will follow
the Saturday, August 20th Board Meeting.
Please watch for posted agendas to confirm dates, times and locations:
https://www.arrowhead1.org/agendas-minutes-meeting-info
All meeting dates, times and locations may be subject to change.

Front Cover Photo courtesy of Jennifer Ervin.
Lisa Ditmore
AIA Communication Mgr.
communications.aia@gmail.com
https://issuu.com/aiasmokesignals/docs/aia_smoke_signals_-_october-november_2022

Notice
All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair Housing Law. The Arrowhead Improvements
Association and its publication “Smoke Signals,” will not knowingly accept any advertising for real estate
which is a violation of the law, either Federal or State. If you feel you have been discriminated against call the
Colorado
Civil Rights
Division
at 970-248-7329
or HUD
303-844-6158
or 1-800-669-9777
Please
watch
for posted
agendas
to confirm
dates,
times and locations:

https://www.arrowhead1.org/agendas-minutes-meeting-info

Arrorwhead1.org is the only official website for Arrowhead property owners (owners in Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision, also commonly referred to as Arrowhead or Arrowhead Ranch). "Smoke Signals" is the only official publication of Arrowhead
Improvements Association, Inc., the property owners association for Arrowhead in Gunnison Country Subdivision. And “Arrowhead in Colorado (AIA)” is All
the only
official Facebook
page.
No other
chat locations
room, blog, forum,
website,
other electronic or written
meeting
dates,
times
and
may
be Facebook
subjectpage
toorchange.
publication is supported, sanctioned, associated with or condoned by Arrowhead Improvements Association, Inc., and said Association is not responsible for their content.
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